Photoneutron depth dose equivalent distributions in high-energy X-ray medical accelerators by a novel position-sensitive dosimeter.
The purpose of this study was to; (1) investigate employing a novel position-sensitive mega-size polycarbonate (MSPC) dosimeter for photoneutron (PN) depth, profile and dose equivalent distributions studies in a multilayer polyethylene phantom in a Siemens ONCOR accelerator, and (2) develop depth dose equivalent distribution matrix data at different depths and positions of the phantom for patient PN dose equivalent determination and in particular for PN secondary cancer risk estimation. Position-sensitive MSPC dosimeters were successfully exposed at 9 different depths of the phantom in a 10×10cm2 X-ray field. The dosimeters were processed in mega-size electrochemical chambers at optimum conditions. Each MSPC dosimeter was placed at a known phantom depth for PN depth dose equivalents and profiles on transverse, longitudinal and diagonal axes and isodose equivalent distribution studies in and out of the X-ray beam. PN dose equivalent distributions at any depth showed the highest value at the beam central axis and decreases as the distance increases. PN dose equivalent at any position studied in the axes has a maximum value on the phantom surface which decreases as depth increases due to flux reduction by multi-elastic scattering interactions. Extensive PN dose equivalent matrix data at different depths and positions in the phantom were determined. The position-sensitive MSPC dosimeters proved to be highly efficient for PN depth, profile and isodose equivalent distribution studies. The extensive data obtained highly assists for determining PN dose equivalent of a patient undergoing high-energy X-ray therapy and for PN secondary cancer risk estimation.